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By Peter Caroline
For quite a few years, I worked in an office in

downtown Boston, not exactly a gun-friendly city.
Regardless, I always made a point of carrying a
handgun. Driving into the city before dawn, and
often leaving after dark, I’d have to walk to and
from the office through some questionable streets.
No way would I go unarmed. When I got to my
office, I’d go through the daily routine of taking off
my holstered gun and locking it in my desk. After
work, I’d put the gun back on. I always thought,
there’s got to be a better way. 

I’ve long been a great advocate of concealed
carry. First, because in most business or social situ-
ations, it’s inappropriate to walk around looking
like Yosemite Sam or L.A. SWAT, and second,
because open carry completely negates the ele-
ment of surprise. In my opinion, hidden is good;
hidden in plain sight is even better. 

There are many very suitable concealment hol-
sters on the market; and certainly an impressive
selection right here in The Blue Press. But some-
times the right holster isn’t, strictly speaking, a hol-
ster. Again, the whole idea is concealment…let’s
make the gun look like something else, preferably
some fairly unremarkable object.

Even in this day of Blackberries and iPhones,
there are many of us who still rely on the good

old day planner. Yeah, I know…it’s so totally ana-
log! Still, no one ever lost hand-penciled infor-
mation because of battery failure. That’s why all
the office supply stores still carry day planners
and filler sheets. 

The innocuous and fairly ubiquitous day plan-
ner was the inspiration for Dillon’s “Plan B,” a
handy, portable concealment device for your
handgun. It zips open and incorporates a univer-
sally adjustable holster that will accommodate
handguns up to the size of a 5”-barrel 1911; an
elastic, Velcro-backed holder for an extra maga-
zine, pepper spray or flashlight; a transparent
holder for your I.D. or carry permit; two pockets
for documents, and a penholder sleeve. It does
not have provision for a day planner loose-leaf
insert, which is just as well…that might lead to
some questions if you opened up your “Plan B”
to take notes during a meeting. 

Dillon’s “Plan B” is crafted of a soft, padded
material that looks and feels like leather, but isn’t.
At $24.95, it’s a hell of a good deal, far less than a
good bottle of single malt or a tankful of gas. I’ve
noticed that there are competing day planner-type
holsters out there that are made of genuine, very
fancy leather. They cost from $90 to $170, and can
accommodate a compact semiauto. You pay your
money and take your choice!

Hidden in Plain Sight
Dillon’s “Plan B” Day Planner
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